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Power failure
Internal failure with transformer
causes 12 hours of darkness
By AMY HEEREN
Sta wr ter

Several campus buildings remained without power for 12 hours
Friday after the failure of a substation transformer combined with
problems in university power lines
put the entire city in the dark for
45 minutes
Taylor Andrews and Klehm
halls as well as the Life Science
Building were powerless until 8 30
p m eight hours after all other
campus buildings regained power
Eight other buildings had power
back by 12 30 p m
The initial power outage was
caused by an internal failure in a
Central Illinois Public Service Co
substation located north of Greek
Court The city s power outage lasted from 8 10 to 8 55 a m
However Ed Eversmann a
supervisor for CIPS Eastern division said half of Eastern s campus
and the residential homes south of
the campus were without power for
30 minutes more than the rest of
the town
“Before the fuses cleared up our
69 000 volt breakers opened up and
caused the outage to last an extra
30 minutes in certain areas ”
Eversmann said
Ted Weidner director of Eastern s Physical Plant said power
lines around Coleman Hall began
experiencing problems after the
city s power came back up

“A

cable that serves
Coleman Hall is old
and didn’t work. We
were very lucky to have
extra cable.”
— Ted Weidner
Physical Plant director
“A cable that serves Coleman
Hall is old and didn t work ” said
Weidner “We were very lucky to
have extra cable
“As the power started to come
back on we noticed the bad spots
in our own equipment when it
failed to work ” he added
Weidner said Coleman hall will
have power for classes Monday
Workers from Eastern s Physical
Plant received help from CIPS
workers this weekend and were
able to isolate Coleman Hall s
cabling from the other buildings
He added Friday s power outage
is the biggest he can remember
“About two months ago we had a
power outage that lasted for three
hours for the same five buildings
that were out of power for a long
time this time ” Weidner said
Weidner said the cost of damage
from the power outage is currently
unknown

Jews,Muslims protest
security measures at
Hebron massacre site
HEBRON West Bank
(AP) – Both Muslims and
Jews protested new Israeli
security measures at the
Tomb of the Patriarchs
reopening Monday 8 months
after a Jewish settler machine-gunned 29 Muslims as
they knelt in prayer
The measures would have
Muslims and Jews pray separately They also would
have separate bathrooms
and walkways outside the
shrine which has been
equipped with metal detectors electronic gates and
television cameras
Yasser Arafat head of the
Palestinian self-rule authority issued a statement saying
that restructuring the building violated the Israeli-PLO
peace treaty

“We consider the Ibrahimi
Mosque a holy place for
Muslims and we do not
accept division or separation ” he said “We see this
separation as a provocation
that will lead to increasing
tension between Muslims
and Jews ”
“It is not a house of worship anymore It s a house of
politics ” said Abdel Rauf alMuthassib who lives across
the street
Israel s Cabinet voted unanimously Sunday to test
the new security measures
by opening the tomb for a
few days this week starting
Monday morning
Both sides will be limited
to 200 worshippers If things
go well the tomb will
† See MASSACRE Page 2

DEE ANN VILLECCO/Photo ed tor

Sen or e ementary educat on ma or Ju e Kennedy app es her makeup w th the
ass stance of a m rror and some ear y morn ng ght dur ng Fr day morn ng s
power outage n Greek Court.

Fighting a losing battle
IBHE representative:
Tuition hike inevitable
By HEIDI KEIBLER
Student government ed tor

The fight against the tuition hike facing
Eastern students is officially over
The 3 5 percent increase approved by the
Board of Governors Oct 27 will go before
the Illinois Board of Higher Education in
January and Gary Owen the IBHE student representative said he will not fight
it
Owen said the IBHE doesn t actually
approve the increase it approves the budget requests submitted to it by the Board of
Governors The 3 5 percent increase will be
included in these budgets Owen said and
will undoubtedly be approved by the board
The IBHE is the board which governs the
12 public universities in Illinois and makes
recommendations to the General Assembly
regarding these universities
Owen said if given the chance to speak
for or against the increase he will not
speak against it because he feels the
increase is needed
“At the level we re at now we re barely

Tuition committee
plans presentation
Members of the Tuition Review Committee met Friday to formulate a presentation for the student body regarding future tuition increases
The committee will discuss the
presentation with Eastern President
David Jorns and Faculty Senate member Bill Kirk at 4 30 p m today in the
President s Conference Room in Old
Main
Committee member Bryan Gutra
said the presentation explains various
aspects of tuition increases such as
where money for higher education
comes from where it is spent and how
more can be obtained
• See TUITION Page 2
making ends meet and we don t want any
cuts ” he said
He also said a 3 5 percent hike is reasonable and he hopes the board doesn t ask for
♥ See BATTLE Page 2
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FROM PAGE ONE Doctor’s killer sentenced
Tuition
• From Page 1
Gutra said the committee
hopes to bring the presentation before the Student Senate
and several recognized student organizations before the
semester is over
The goal of the presentation
is to educate students about
why tuition increases are necessary and what the alternatives to increases are Gutra
said
“One of the goals of the committee is educating students

about tuition ” he said “Money
has to either come from the
state or from tuition and both
of those require some work ”
On Oct 27 the Board of
Governors approved a 3 5 percent tuition increase for the
1995-96 school year The
increase will be included in
the budgets taken before the
Illinois Board of Higher
Education for final approval in
January
– Staff report

Battle
♥ From Page 1
more
“3 5 percent is a moderate number right around inflation and
it gives Eastern a little bit of room over what we had this year”
he said
“I ll move to approve the budget with that increase and no
more – I hope they don t build in any more increases ”
An IBHE student advisory committee meeting was held
Saturday in Bloomington but Owen was unable to attend due to
illness He said his alternate Julie Tizzard was also unable to
attend since his decision not to go was last minute
Owen said he talked to several students who did attend the
meeting and they said the tuition hike was not brought up
One more student advisory committee meeting will be held
the first week of January before the budget goes before the
IBHE for final approval

Massacre
† From Page 1
remain open after Nov 15 and
the numbers will increase
The new measures bar Jews
from entering the largest room
inside the building Yitzhak
Hall which is used as a
mosque The immediate area
around the tombs of Abraham
and Jacob will be reserved for

Jews Both sides view Abraham as a founding prophet of
their faith and thus want to
worship around his tomb and
those of all his family members
Each faith will only have
one entrance from the outside
with other doors as well as
interior portals sealed with
huge iron sheets
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Hill It took ust 20 minutes
Wednesday to convict him of
murder
Hill showed no emotion as
the recommendation was
read Circuit Judge Frank
Bell is not bound by it and
could give Hill a life sentence A sentencing date was
not immediately set Death
sentences are automatically
appealed in Florida
Leaders of the National
Organization for Women and
the Feminist Ma ority had
said Hill shouldn t be executed and called on the government to do more to round up
anti-abortion terrorists
Some anti-abortion activists said Hill s execution
would help their cause “The
hope is that it will cause people to open their eyes to what
is happening in our country
and act finally like abortion
is murder said Donna Bray

director of Defenders of the
Defenders of Life in Bowie
Md
Another Hill supporter the
Rev David Trosch said an
execution could lead to more
anti-abortion violence
“In time it will motivate
people
said Trosch a
Roman Catholic priest from
Mobile Ala who has been
removed from the priesthood
for advocating murder
“Particularly when Paul has
actually been executed it
will motivate people to
become very active to take
action violent action if necessary Hill who represented
himself offered no defense
after the udge barred him
from arguing that the slayings were ustifiable to save
fetuses
He called no witnesses and
asked no questions of those
who testified against him

Fence proves no guard for hate
CHICAGO (AP) – The 6-foot fence separating the tidy backyards of two families here
proved no match for hate
For nine years said Isidor Ramos race
was the dividing line as the Kraft family
threatened him and his wife shouted epithets at his guests and called his children
“little nigger and “little spic
The Krafts who are white said it s not so
– they welcomed their neighbors They say
the feud only began after Ramos a Chicago
police officer who is black and Puerto Rican
built a fence on their side of the property
line
“We didn t do none of this stuff said
Kathleen Kraft “We are not pre udiced We
get along with everybody The families
reached a truce in a federal courtroom last
week when the Krafts agreed to pack up and
move from the house they ve lived in for 18
years
“Don t stay where you re not wanted
Kathleen s 70-year-old father John mut-

tered brusquely as he stared into his lap at
week s end “Even if we fought and won we d
still have to live next door to them It s an
unusual close to a civil rights lawsuit said
Cass Sunstein a constitutional law professor
at the University of Chicago
“No udge would order this as a remedy on
his own Moving is not one of the remedies
for civil rights violations Sunstein said
The Ramos family filed a $10 million lawsuit in October claiming the Krafts conspired to deny them equal protection under
the law because of their race
The elder Kraft retired after 17 years in
the city water department said his family
agreed to Tuesday s settlement because they
could not afford a court fight
The agreement calls for the Krafts to pay
$1 200 in court costs and sell their house in
180 days or face the possibility that it could
be auctioned off
Their northwest side neighborhood is a
pocket of urban calm

Pr of essors For

Netsch And Severns
As faculty members, we share a deep concern
about the future of higher education in our state,
and we believe that gubernatorial candidate
Dawn Clark Netsch possesses the experience, courage,
commitment, vision, and sensitivity to help us provide
a quality education to the people of Illinois.
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PENSACOLA Fla (AP) –
The killer of an abortion doctor and an escort remained
calm and defiant as a ury
recommended that he die in
the electric chair
“You have a responsibility
to protect your neighbor s life
and to use force if necessary
to do so a subdued Paul Hill
told the ury Thursday before
they began considering his
fate “In an effort to suppress
this truth you may mix my
blood with the blood of the
unborn and those who have
fought to defend the oppressed
“However truth and righteousness will prevail May
God help you to protect the
unborn as you would want to
be protected
The ury then deliberated
nearly four hours before
choosing the death sentence
instead of life in prison for

Asst. night editor ............................Dan Fields
Copy desk...............Adam McHugh, Elizabeth
Raichle
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Colleagues, students, and citizens,
concerned about the future of education
in Illinois should join us
on November 8 and VOTE
for Dawn Clark Netsch
for governor of Illinois.
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Terms of amendments
State Constitution may change
By TRAVIS SPENCER

get on time State employees will
receive their paychecks on time at
the beginning of the fiscal year
However he said he thinks the
amendment “wouldn t accomplish all
that much ”
“This will force the legislature
into a narrow time frame ” Wandling
said “The State Legislature has a
number of complex issues and needs
to have enough time I would argue
that they need more time in session ”
He said in the last eight years a
proposal to extend the General
Assembly s time in session has never
been on the floor
The second amendment to the
Illinois Constitution is the Child
Witness Amendment
The amendment would allow children who have been victims of sexual abuse to testify in court through
closed circuit television The amendment is intended to relieve victims of
the stress of testifying in front of
their abusers
It would require the court to
determine before the trial begins if
the child would be traumatized by
the defendant s presence in the
courtroom
“This could reduce the emotional
turmoil for a child involved in this
sort of situation ” Wandling said
Wandling also said some opposed
to the amendment fear that closedcircuit witnessing could extend
beyond sexual abuse cases
Although the Illinois General
Assembly passed a law in 1992 that
allowed child victims to testify out of
the presence of defendants the
Illinois Supreme Court found the
law unconstitutional earlier this
year
Video testimony involving sexual
abuse cases is used in 31 states

C ty ed tor

Amendments involving the
General Assembly s legislation session ending a month sooner and
guidelines for court testimony from
children who have been sexually
abused will appear on Tuesday s ballot
A proposed legislative amendment
to the Illinois Constitution would
end the General Assembly s session
on May 31 The legislature s session
currently ends June 30 The other
amendment would allow children
who have been sexually abused to
testify in court through closed-circuit television
Richard Wandling an Eastern
associate professor of political science said the legislative amendment
would require the legislature to pass
a state budget and finish all of its
work on May 31 of each year
He added a bill passed after the
May 31 deadline would not be effective June 1 of the next calender year
unless the General Assembly provides an earlier effective date by a
three-fifths vote
“As we know in Illinois we ve seen
the extended session as commonplace in today s politics ”
From a fiscal standpoint
Wandling said the State would
receive greater benefits
“(The amendment) would reduce
anxiety with paychecks and reduce
the anxiety with the local school districts ” Wandling said
He said the amendment would
allow school districts local governments and state agencies to know
how much money they will receive
from the state one month prior to
the beginning of the fiscal year
He added that by having the bud-

Learning about AIDS
Speaker to tell her story
HIV survivor and AIDS educator
Beatrice Kerr will speak at 8 p m
in the Grand Ballroom of the
Martin Luther King Jr University
Union
Kerr found out she was HIV positive when she was a 19-year-old
sophomore at Mary Washington
College in Fredericksburg Va in
1987 after her boyfriend tested positive for the virus
Admission for tonight s lecture
sponsored by University Board
Lectures Committee is $1 for students with ID and $3 for the general public
U S News and World Report contacted Kerr on the 10th anniversary

of AIDS discovery and asked her to
tell her story of being HIV-postive
Since then Kerr has been educating
the public and helping HIV positive
people fight their struggles She
also became a volunteer coordinator
for Hospice an organization established to assist the terminally ill
Kerr said once she began talking
to people about AIDS dealing with
her own pain became much easier
Kerr s presentation will include
her struggle with many emotional
problems since her diagnosis
including fierce re ection from her
parents and her boyfriend s death
-Staff report
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Correction
In an article on Page 1 of Friday s edition of the Daily Eastern News David
Carpenter should not have been quoted as saying he supports the Board of
Governors or that it is an asset to higher education He does support further
consolidation of higher education boards
Carpenter also said legislative tuition waivers are unfair because they re
given to campaign contributors and workers not political activists
Also The Daily Eastern News electronic mail address was incorrect The
correct address is cucms@uxa ecn bgu edu The address appears every day in
the News staff box on Page 2
The News regrets the errors
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Has been working to eliminate this costly and unnecessary
layer of bureaucracy so EIU can govern itself!
...and Mike was the only Republican on the Higher Education
committee to vote for a tuition freeze!

YOU HAVE A CHANCE ON NOVEMBER 8
TO SEND A MESSAGE TO THE B.O.G.

One Large 14” One Topping Pizza
h

-Staff report

MIKE WEAVER
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• Precinct 6 First Christian
Church 411 Jackson Ave
• Precinct 8 Baldwin Pontiac 825
W Lincoln Ave
• Precinct 10 Fire Station 2 1510
A Street
• Precinct 11 Carl Sandburg
School 1924 Reynolds Drive
• Precinct 12 Charleston Unit
School District 1 administration
office 410 Polk Ave
• Precinct 13 County Health
Department 825 18th Street
• Precinct 14 Immanuel Lutheran
Church 902 Cleveland Ave
• Precinct 15 Wesley Foundation
2202 S Fourth St
• Precinct 16 Martin Luther King
Jr University Union Ballroom
• Precinct 17 Carman Hall lobby
2217 S Ninth
• Precinct 18 Immanuel Lutheran
Church 902 Cleveland Ave
• Precinct 19 Lincoln Fire Hall
Coolidge and University Avenue

Faculty, are you happy with the salary increases from BOG?
Students, are you happy with the annual BOG tuition increase?

426 W L nco n

g
h
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Polling places for Tuesday s general election will be open to Illinois
registered voters from 6 a m to 7
p m in their designated polling locations
Officials in the Coles County
Clerk s office said voter registration
cards inform voters what precinct
they belong to Charleston polling
places will be located in each of the
19 precincts
Anyone needing to know what
precinct they belong to or wanting
further information should contact
the Count Clerk s office
The polling places for the
Charleston precincts are
• Precinct 1 Charleston Unit
School District 1 administration
office 410 Polk Ave
• Precinct 2 Charleston High
School 1615 Lincoln Ave
• Precinct 3 Otterbein United
Methodist Church 2175 E Harrison
Ave
• Precinct 4 St Charles Catholic
Church 921 Madison Ave

ARE YO U HAPPY?

348-8282
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Polls to open Tuesday

A R E YO U H A P P Y ?

NewYork
Giants
vs.
Dallas
Cowboys

Se v ng Cha es on & Eas e n

JOHN COX/Sta photographer

Max Ger ng, a professor n mathemat cs and educat on, co ects g nko nuts
Sunday morn ng to send to h s brother.
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MIKE WEAVER

VOTE FOR M I K E W E AV E R FOR STATE REPRESENTATIVE
Paid for by Citizens to Elect Mike Weaver
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EDITORIALS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE EDITORIAL BOARD.
COLUMNS ARE THE OPINION
OF THE AUTHOR.
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Accountability
should follow
hazing sanction
One of the many dut es of Eastern’s Off ce
of Student Act v t es s to nvest gate greek
haz ng a egat ons.
And on e ght occas ons n the ast four
years, they have nvest gated haz ng charges
aga nst Eastern fratern t es and soror t es.
Most of the nvest gat ons, wh ch ed to
Editorial some k nd of soc a
probat on, dea t w th
eg t mate haz ng a egat ons, nc ud ng phys ca and menta abuse by act ve members and
underage consumpt on of a coho .
But th s week’s announcement that De ta
Ch fratern ty was be ng p aced on s x months
probat on for “phys ca abuse” was unfa r
because of m ted part c pat on n the act by
present members.
At an Oct. 8 funct on, two a umn were
caught spank ng one another. Student act v t es
charged the fratern ty w th haz ng, wh ch s
def ned by the un vers ty as “Any act or act on
taken, however commun cated, nvo v ng or
resu t ng n abus ve phys ca contact or menta
harassment to a member or prospect ve member, whether on or off the organ zat on/fratern ty/soror ty prem ses.”
Because th s nc dent nvo ved a umn , t was
unfa r to sanct on the undergraduate chapter.
But t was the act ons of E een Su van,
ass stant d rector of student act v t es for greek
affa rs, that ustrated the off ces’ fear that
Eastern fratern t es and soror t es do not agree
w th the sanct on.
Su van to d the Panhe en c Counc , the
body wh ch oversees the un vers ty’s soror t es,
not to comment on the haz ng a egat ons.
Su van was poss b y afra d that, n th s case,
some d dn’t share the greek credo, “Whatever
the etter, we’re a greek together.”
Student act v t es has the r ght to sanct on
greek organ zat ons f haz ng has been reported.
They do not have the r ght to te members
of soror t es and fratern t es what they can say.
The Off ce of Student Act v t es, ke any
organ zat on wh ch uses student money, must
be he d accountab e by the un vers ty commun ty and the groups t governs.
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TODAY’S QUOTE

A government responsible only
to its own conscience is not for
long tolerable.
Walter Lippmann

Tuition hike just another growing pain
The Board o Governors must
approved the tu t on h ke th s
have rea y ked those odds
month the dec s on was sus“The students
On Oct 27 ve BOG stupended the board shou d have
dent representat ves stood
g ven the student representacan definitely
be ore the n ne board trustees
ves a chance to comp e a terlearn about the tnat
n what ooked ke an nnocent
ves n a gesture o good
real world from a th
ve-year-o d w th no se esteem stand ng be ore h s stern
Layze s ns stence on
the board and
ather
approv ng the tu t on h ke n
the BOG can
The representat ves who
October u t mate y swayed the
ook a ter the best nterests o
trustees our o wh ch had
learn from the
Adam
the rough y 50 000 students n
voted to tab e the proposa unt
McHugh
students.”
the BOG system gave BOG
th s month
Chance or Thomas Layze a
A ter the proposa to tab e
conv nc ng reason to de ay the dec s on o what wou d
the dec s on went down by a vote o 5-4 the trustees
u t mate y become an o c a 3 5 percent tu t on h ke or
who voted n avor o ho d ng t unt next month were
the 1995-96 schoo year
de ated and the vote to ncrease tu t on was 6-2
That reason can be descr bed n one word a ternat ve
The tu t on h ke w ra se undergraduate tu t on $66
Cra g ohnson student representat ve or
per year and graduate students $72 year y
Northeastern Un vers ty n t ated a mot on to tab e the
A ter the vote Layze seemed n good sp r ts baskdec s on unt ater th s month at wh ch t me they wou d
ng n the g ow o the act the stern ather a though not
present the board w th a ternat ves to the tu t on h ke
necessar y w ser won over the oo sh ch d
t was c ear that Layze was becom ng extreme y ag Now wh e some o ast month s attack on student
tated dur ng ohnson s presentat on And when Eastern
representat ves on the ve BOG campuses was warrantstudent representat ve Matt G ordano seconded the
ed the board s a most comp ete d sregard o the repremot on the stern ather rea zed that h s ve-year-o d
sentat ves and those they represent put the ent re
had deve oped qu te an att tude
tu t on ncrease ssue n perspect ve
And ust ke a stern ather wou d do the board
Perhaps the student representat ves were a owed
spanked the student representat ves But there s a wr n- to vote w th the trustees some dec s ons wou d have at
k e n th s ana ogy
the very east student approva stamped on t
The stern ather b amed someone e se or the spankG ordano probab y sa d t best when he descr bed the
ng hop ng the young ch d wou d eventua y orget the
re at onsh p between students and the board as “a twoent re nc dent
way street ”
The trustees h d beh nd the ug y ssue o the ack o
The students can de n te y earn about the rea wor d
state und ng as the reason they had to ncrease tu t on
rom the board (h kes and doub e-ta k) and the BOG can
or the th rd t me n our years
earn rom the students (that students are more than
And wh e the pa try state und ng s a eg t mate ssue spo ed drunken s obs who won t know one way or
when govern ng boards n no s cons der tu t on h kes
another that the r tu t on got acked about seventy
there was abso ute y no reason or the BOG to deny the
smackeroos th s year)
student representat ves a month to d scuss the ncrease
The board s not comp ete y at au t here L ke the
w th students
stern ather they are creatures o hab t But that s no
Layze sa d he eared the no s Board o H gher
excuse to gnore 50 000 students some o whom
Educat on wh ch rev ews ts budget n anuary wou d
actua y care about th s ssue
not account or the BOG s ncrease and the board wou d
And the ro e o the student representat ves rema ns
have to swa ow t
the same the ve-year-o d s rear end s go ng to be
There s no way that wou d happen though The
redder and (accord ng to the board) w ser
board cou d have prepared or the BHE rev ew n
December and been home n t me or “ eopardy ”
– Adam McHugh s ed tor a page ed tor and a co umEven though t s ke y the board wou d have
n st or the Da y Eastern News
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News should ‘build
up,’ not tear down
other’s proposals
Dear ed tor
t seems that the statue o
L v ngston C Lord that erry
Nuzzo has proposed has become
an ssue Th s r d cu e o an dea
that has been a year n the works
wou d be ust ed on y the
peop e aunch ng these attacks
had the acts
The Da y Eastern News had
the tu t on proposa correct $4
each semester or two semesters
That Lord s to be the person
a ter whom the statue s mode ed
was a so correct
The genera ocat on was pr nted correct y however where
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spec ca y the work s to be
p aced w th n the L brary Quad
was m srepresented Th s n ormat on s the abso ute east that
can be known about the statue
and st a ow one to ee he/she
s mak ng an n ormed udgement
ca
w g ve you the spec cs
F rst w address Sherry
S dwe s quest on rom The Da y
Eastern News Oct 18 ed t on
Why Lord?
Lord was not ta n stature
but h s presence was one that
commanded attent on He commanded respect not because he
was the pres dent o an upstart
un vers ty but because o the
person he was
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Your turn
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The most common argument
aga nst the bu d ng o th s statue
s the reason brought up by
S dwe and aga n n the Oct 25
ed t on o The Da y Eastern
News Why don t we put the
money to better use?
The answer to th s argument s
s mp e We cannot ra se tu t on
or such renovat ons Money
g ven to the un vers ty by the
state can be used or those purposes but on y pr vate nst tut ons may ra se the r tu t ons or
educat ona purposes
read The Da y Eastern News
n the morn ngs and nd that the
ma or ty o the op n on co umns
do the r very best to tear someth ng down t s much eas er to
cr t c ze someone e se s op n on
than to support one s own
James J K emens

Monday, November 7, 1994

Seminar Hunger for understanding
focuses Presentation to look at poverty
on love
By JEN STUECHELI
Staff writer

By KAREN QUINN
Staff writer

Final VP candidate: Leading
by example key to position
By JOHN SHALVIS
Staff writer

The fifth candidate interviewed for the vice
president for business affairs position said
Friday he believes making a strong impression
as a leader can make a difference within an
administration.
Thomas Saban, currently Vice President of
Finance and Administration at Chadron State
College in Chadron, Neb.
His duties included the renovations of three
dormitories and reconstruction of the electrical
distribution system.
Although Eastern has a much higher enrollment than Chadron State, Saban said it has
many of the same programs and problems.
Saban added the main problem he has
encountered during his four-year stint as
Chadron State is having to compete with other

universities for funding.
“Chadron State has to compete with the
University of Nebraska for funding the same
way that Eastern has to compete with the
University of Illinois (at Urbana-Champaign),”
Saban said.
“I can establish the types of relationships
necessary to bring Eastern’s case before the
appropriate governing bodies and funding
authorities to enhance the growth and strength
that has been a part of Eastern’s heritage,” he
added. “I have the appropriate experience of
leadership at the campus level and state level.”
Saban’s experience in higher education
includes work at the University of Miami at
Coral Gables, Fla. and Ohio Wesley University
in Delaware, Ohio.
The 17-member search committee will now
begin to assess the five candidates, coming to a
decision later this month.

Church mourns death of brothers
U N I O N, S. C. ( A P ) – A
single white coffin stacked
with yellow roses held the
bodies of two young brothers, “precious jewels” whose
drowning was mourned by
hundreds crowded into a
s m a l l c o u n t r y ch u r ch o n
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“You don’t understand the
extent of the poverty until
you see it,” Steger said. “I
thought that it would be really sad, but it was rewarding
to know that I was helping
people.”
The presentation is one of
several events scheduled for
Hunger Week. Other activities include:
• A hunger banquet
Tuesday at 5 p.m. in the
Andrews Hall Basement.
• A panel discussion dealing with the relationship of
local and world hunger at 8
p.m. Wednesday in the Taylor
Hall Lobby.
• A speaker on ending
homelessness and hunger
worldwide Thursday at 7
p.m. in Coleman Hall Auditorium. This event is cosponsored by Alpha Kappa
Delta and the Student
Volunteer Center.
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Sunday.
David Smith, with bowed
shoulders and a handkerchief stifling his sobs, followed as the coffin holding
his sons, 3-year-old Michael
and 14-month-old Alex, was
wheeled from the church to

a cemetery.
The boys’ mother, Susan
Smith, was absent – behind
b a r s a n d ch a r g e d w i t h
killing her sons by strapping them into their car
safety-seats and sending
the car rolling into a lake.

$3.00 ALL SHOWS BEFORE 6 PM
Movie Hotline 258-8228
Frankenstien(R)
5:00, 7:00
Exit to Eden (PG)
4:45, 7:15

Love Affair (PG-13)
5:00, 7:30
Forrest Gump (PG-13)
4:30, 7:15
Little Giants (PG)
4:45, 7:00

$1.75

• 345-9222
Forrest Gump (PG-13)
7:00, 9:45

The Puppet Masters (R)
7:15, 9:30

McHUGH'S
Double Drive-Thru
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1/4 lb. Bacon
Cheeseburger
Large Fry
20oz. Drink
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McHugh’s Coupon

Recognizing differences
between abusive relationships and genuine intimacy will be the focus of
tonight’s Life Skills presentation.
“It Ain’t Love Baby,”
sponsored by Eastern’s
Counseling Center, will
begin at 7 p.m. in the
Effingham Room of the
Martin Luther King Jr.
University Union.
Linda Anderson from
the center will present the
Life Skills Seminar of bettering relationships. The
seminar is free and open to
all students and faculty.
“The discussion focuses
on understanding what
can be done to better an
abusive relationship and
how to take responsibility
for yourself,” Anderson
said.
Anderson has worked as
a private and marital counselor, and helped women
dealing with ungiving and
abusive relationships.
“This seminar is for people who stay in painful and
chaotic relationships in an
attempt to try and change
their partner,” Anderson
said. “I hope to help people
realize when they are in a
bad or unsatisfactory relationship.”
Many students go from
one painful relationship to
another, Anderson said,
and sometimes become
caught in a cycle of crises.
Anderson will also
address how women sometimes don’t recognize or
face abuse from their partners until it becomes physical.
“Too many times women
think that abuse is only
physical,” said Anderson.
“Constant criticism, name
calling and the power and
control game is verbal and
emotional abuse.

Eastern’s Haiti Connection
will kick off its first Hunger
Week with a presentation on
hunger in Third World countries tonight at 6:30 in the
Oakland Room of the Martin
Luther King Jr. University
Union.
Campus minister Roy
Lanham will be speaking
about the United State’s role
in helping combat hunger in
these countries, focusing primarily on Haiti.
“It’s really eye-opening to
see how many people in Haiti
are going without food,” said
Liz Steger, member of the
Haiti Connection and coorganizer of the week. “It’s
easy to take advantage of the
situation we have here with
enough food available to us
every day.”

The presentation will
include a slide show and
other information regarding
with Haiti, which is the poorest country in the Western
Hemisphere, Steger said.
Tonight’s presentation is
free and open to the public.
Other members of the
Haiti Connection will be present to address the issue of
hunger in Haiti and answer
questions.
The purpose of hunger
week is to heighten awareness about hunger in ThirdWorld countries, particularly
Haiti, Steger said.
The Haiti Connection
sponsored a trip to Haiti in
May, which three members of
the organization including
Steger attended.
Steger worked in a clinic in
Haiti for malnourished children where she spent time
holding dying babies.
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University Theatre
presents

An Evening of

One-Acts
featuring

WOMEN and WALLACE
by Jonathon Marc Sherman
directed by
CHRIS POMEROY

and

FEEDING the MOONFISH
by Barbara Weichmann
directed by
JENN SVEHLA
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In The Studio Theatre

Doudna Fine Arts Center

Tickets on sale now at the Ticket
Office or by calling 581-3310
MON - FRI • 1 - 5 pm

•• LIMITED SEATING! ••
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VOTE

X YES X
to
Constitutional Amendment 94-95-01
Wednesday, Nov. 9 Student Government Elections
“ Make your student representatives accountable to you!”
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Netsch rips Edgar as race enters final hours
CHICAGO (AP) – Dawn
Clark Netsch accused Gov. Jim
Edgar of campaigning in state
planes at taxpayer expense
while he suffered through a
painful moment in church
Sunday as they slogged
through the final hours of
their seven-month marathon.
“When you’re basically campaigning, you ought not do it
at taxpayer expense,” Netsch
said. She cited a published
report saying Edgar has not
reimbursed the state for the
entire cost of planes used by
his campaign.
Edgar shot back that his
campaign always reimburses
the state for use of aircraft.
“There’s no difference from
when she’s used airplanes in
the last four years,” he said.
Netsch said the fees Edgar
pays are lower than the market value of the trips. She said
he recently paid $100 for two
12-minute helicopter trips in
the Chicago area but did not
reimburse the state for flying
the helicopter empty from
Springfield to Chicago.
Precinct workers were picking up sample ballots and
going to war across Illinois on
the final Sunday before the
voting. Efforts to get out the
vote all but overshadowed
bickering between the candidates, themselves.

Rostenkowski uses influences
in tough re-election campaign
CHICAGO (AP) – Veteran Congressman Dan
Rostenkowski, hoping to overcome a surprisingly tough re-election challenge, employed
his most telling advantage Sunday over his
untested Republican opponent.
The message: With the experience and
influence accumulated during 35 years in
office, Rostenkowski can deliver for Chicago
and Cook County.
Meanwhile, lawyer Michael Flanagan, a
political unknown until now, sought to give
voters disenchanted with Rostenkowski a reason to put a Republican in office from a heavily Democratic district.
Flanagan aired television spots on three
network stations over the weekend, presenting himself as mainstream Republican and a
legitimate candidate.
“I stand for all the things that Mr.
Rostenkowski and the Democrats stand
against,’’ Flanagan said at a rally attended by
Republican Gov. Jim Edgar. “They want more
taxes, more spending and big government.
“We’ve come down to crunch
time,” Netsch said before taking off on a tour of Illinois,
with stops in Rockford, the
Quad Cities and Peoria in a
last effort to turn around poll
numbers that have been dismal for her since July.

Edgar, accompanied by wife
Brenda and daughter Elizabeth, made his first stop the
Antioch Missionary Baptist
Church on Chicago’s South
Side. He sat impassively as the
Rev. Wilber Daniel complimented him repeatedly on his

Recent ex-con charged
with double murder
BELLEVILLE, Ill. (AP) – An
ex-convict, released early after a
weapons conviction, was out of
prison only weeks before being
charged with killing two people
in St. Clair County.
The suspect, Frederick M.
Hoffman, 27, of Washington
Park, was released last month
after serving five months of a
two-year sentence.
“That’s the state of affairs in
Illinois,’’ said State’s Attorney
Robert B. Haida. “That’s not
unusual, unfortunately.’’
Even if he had served the full
term, Hoffman would have been
back on the streets in the spring
of 1996.
Gov. Jim Edgar said his under-

WHAT’S COOKIN’
LUNCH SPECIALS

•
•
•

Bar-B-Que chicken
sandwich on kaiser roll
w/cup of soup or salad
Ham and beans with
corn muffin
Canadian bacon and
cheese omelette, muffin
and choice of fruit or
salad
EVENING SPECIALS
MON.–SAT. AFTER
5PM

• Chicken mozzarella,
salad, and garlic
bread

GREAT BREAKFASTS
EVERY MORNING!
409 7th St.• 345-7427

Advertise
with

The Daily
Eastern News

People have had it.’’ Edgar didn’t single out
Flanagan or anyone else by name when he
addressed the rally, and afterwards he was
asked about this.
“Of course, I’m supporting the whole
Republican ticket,’’ the governor responded. “I
didn’t mention anybody’s name. There are
several candidates. You start mentioning one,
you’re going to have to mention them all.’’
Rostenkowski’s message was delivered during a media event at Cook County Hospital.
The chairman of the county board and hospital staff members thanked Rostenkowski in
front of television cameras for his work in
obtaining federal financing for a new $30 million AIDS unit.
Congress came through with $2 million in
September to begin work on the unit, a cooperative effort between the county hospital and
Rush-Presbyterian-St. Luke’s Medical Center.
“This is another rebuttal to those who say
government can’t solve our problems,’’
Rostenkowski said.

standing of Hoffman’s case is
that the early release was based
on getting a day off his sentence
for each day of good behavior in
prison. He said the provision has
been in law since the 1970s.
Hoffman and Gerald M. Simpson, 19, of Washington Park,
were charged Saturday with
shooting a Belleville conveniencestore clerk in the head during a
robbery early Thursday.
Hoffman also is charged with
murdering a mildly retarded
teen-ager, Carlos J. Robertson,
16, of Washington Park.
Robertson and the clerk,
Sharon Bushong, 34, of Belleville,
were killed the same day with
the same weapon, police said.

physical appearance.
“I predict that a handsome
young man like this will be
president also,” Daniel told
several hundred worshippers.
Then came a moment of
embarrassment for Edgar.
“I can’t vote for anybody

else,” Daniel declared enthusiastically. “Who is that other?”
Laughter rippled through the
church. “Don’t call her names
– that ugly little girl.” There
was more laughter from the
pews but not from Edgar who
met with reporters on the sidewalk afterward.
“I’m not sure what he was
talking about in there,’’ Edgar
said.
“I don’t think that has any
part in this campaign. Rev.
Daniel feels pretty strongly
about our candidacy. I didn’t
take too seriously his comment
about her.”
It was the latest episode in
a campaign whose nasty
underside has spawned anonymous posters describing
Netsch as ugly.
The 68-year-old state comptroller has sought to turn the
situation to her advantage,
issuing lapel buttons that
describe her as “more than just
another pretty face.’’
Netsch shook hands with
exhibitors and browsers at a
craft show in the Rockford
Metro Centre and again attacked Edgar’s recent claim
that any tax increase he called
for would be “much more modest’’ than what she wants.
Edgar says he has no plans
to raise taxes and would do so
only as a last result.

Coroners assist identification
REMINGTON, Ind.
(AP) – The process of recovering and identifying
the shattered remains of
68 people killed in the
crash of American Eagle
Flight 4184 has left a lasting impression on the people involved.
“It is unimaginable,”
Kosciusko County Coroner
John Sadler said. “It’s
really something that I
don’t particularly ever
care to have to deal with
again.”
Several area coroners,
pathologists and funeral
directors have come to
Newton County to help recover and identify the human remains. Coroners
have said they hope to
identify up to 80 percent

of the victims, and even
that will take several
days.
“We’ve got another (refrigerated) tractor trailer
load of remains here,”
Alden Taylor, spokesman
for the State Emergency
Management Agency, said
Sunday. “We’ve been working on that continuously,
but it’s a long process.”
The Indiana Coroners
Association and Indiana
Funeral Directors Association asked members to
volunteer their help after
the plane crashed last
Monday in a soybean field
near Roselawn during a
rainstorm.
The crash scattered
wreckage across the 40acre field 30 miles south of

Gary. The plane, except for
a 6- to 8-foot section of the
tail, was shattered into
tiny pieces.
Investigators brought
the first remains of victims to a temporary morgue set up at a National
Guard armory in nearby
Remington on Wednesday.
Sadler said he was
working at the crash site
as a “section leader” overseeing the locating, cataloging and removal of body
parts. It has been a daunting task, he said.
“I think the biggest
problem is a personnel
and logistics problem,” he
said. “It is extremely difficult to get the material
and the personnel assembled.”
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NATO warplanes make show
of force over Sarajevo Sunday
SARAJEVO Bosnia-Herzegovina (AP) – NATO warplanes buzzed Sara evo early
Sunday in a show of force after
both sides fired heavy weapons
around Bosnia s capital to
breech the ceasefire
Lt Gen Sir Michael Rose
U N commander in Bosnia
asked both the Muslim-led government and Bosnian Serb
leaders to oin in urgent talks
on the deteriorating situation
Fighting around the capital
reignited Saturday when government forces fired four mortar shells from the southern
suburb of Hrasnica at Bosnian
Serb positions southwest of the
capital said U N military
spokesman Ma Koos Sol
Up to 15 artillery shells
were fired by both sides in violation of a U N ban on big guns
within a 12-mile radius of
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Sara evo
In another war development
Bosnian Serbs said Sunday
that government troops have
traversed Mt Igman a U N
demilitarized zone for their
offensive on Serb-held Trnovo
south of Sara evo
Bosnian army sources said
government soldiers were close
enough to Trnovo to fire on the
strategically important town
and disrupt traffic on a key
Serb supply route The source
said the offensive had halted
for the moment
However Bosnian Serb military sources insisted their sol-

JERRY ’S PIZZA
& PUB
CORNER OF 4th & LINCOLN

diers had recaptured some territory around Trnovo in a
counteroffensive the Belgrade
news agency Tan ug reported
Sunday
Bosnian military officials
said the army s focus would
now shift to the hills north of
Sara evo high ground that
controls access to the government-held city of Tuzla
U N military observers
reported that government
infantry on Sunday attacked at
several points along that front
line backed by heavy mortar
and artillery fire
Heavy fighting was also
reported northeast of Bihac
around Serb-held Bosanka
Krupa in an area where government soldiers have seized
up to 155 square miles in their
most successful push of the 31month war
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LOS ANGELES (AP) –
Worshippers at former President Reagan s church bowed
their heads Sunday to pray for
a “healing hand to fight his
Alzheimer s disease while messages wishing him well poured
in from around the country
“We are concerned and
shocked to hear of his illness
the Rev Paul Pierson said in
leading parishioners at Bel Air
Presbyterian Church
One day after Reagan s disclosure that he had been diagnosed with the incurable brain
disease the pastor praised him
for making his condition public
“It may help others seek
help Pierson said
“We pray for your healing
hand to slow the progress of
this disease he said in leading
the prayer
Reagan s handwritten letter
disclosing the disease was
accompanied by a statement
from five doctors They said
that while Reagan s health was
otherwise good “it is expected
that as the years go on it will
begin to deteriorate
Reagan 83 and his wife
Nancy didn t attend Sunday
services at their 2 000-member
church overlooking the San
Fernando Valley

DELTA TAU DELTA
The Men of

D E LTA TAU D E LTA
would like to introduce
their newest active members

Pat Colalillo
Corey Nagel
Dan Curran
Mark Roberts
Glen Fundator
Shean Shira
Bryan Gutraj
Jake Supp
Dale Jackson
John Walsh
Lou Montana
Jeff Zilch
Jay Mueller
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Would like to present

Anthony Furman
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as our new
SIGMA MAN
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Major new oil spill
reported in Russia
along the pipeline over the
last few months
The exact size of the earlier spill is unknown U S
authorities have said it could
be as large as 80 million gallons Russian officials say is
much smaller – 4 1 million
to 17 6 million gallons
The Exxon Valdez tanker
by comparison spilled nearly 11 million gallons of oil
after running aground in
Alaska s Prince William
Sound in 1989
A government commission
last week said the earlier
spill should be cleaned up
before spring floods make it
worse next year
However cleanup efforts
have already been hampered
by snow and ice in the
region and some polluted
zones are hard for heavy
equipment to reach
Greenpeace Russia criticized the government for
failing to prevent the new
spill saying their inspection
was improper
“If they had bothered to
get closer to the pipe than
ust flying over it they
would have seen the leaks
and might have been able to
prevent this spill Greenpeace activist Eduard Gismatullin said
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DELIVERY NOON TO CLOSE
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MOSCOW (AP) – A new
rupture in a 31-mile pipeline
has spilled nearly 4 million
gallons of oil in Russia s far
north ust miles from the
site of a huge spill this fall
an environmental group said
Sunday
Greenpeace Russia said it
discovered the new spill 40
miles north of the oil town of
Usinsk on Friday A duty
officer at the Russian Ministry for Emergency Situations said the ministry had
no information on any new
spill
Greenpeace Russia said
the oil had been set ablaze
and that a mile-long stream
of burning oil fed by lakes of
oil two feet deep cut across
the tundra
“This is a ma or oil disaster caused by oil companies
that refused to stop pumping
their oil down a pipeline
they know is falling apart
said Paul Horsman of
Greenpeace Russia “The
pipeline must be closed down
permanently
The earlier spill also
north of Usinsk and some
1 000 miles northeast of
Moscow reportedly already
has polluted the salmon-rich
Pechora River It resulted
from a series of ruptures

$5.95

$7.95

g

Church prays
for former
president
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UNIVERSITY BOARD LECTURES PRESENTS

HIV Survivor,
AIDS Educator
and Advocate

Monday, November 7th, 8:00 pm
Grand Ballroom
Martin Luther King University Union

$1.00 Students w/ID $3.00 General Public
UN VERS
BOARD

Y
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GOOD
GRADES
ALL START WITH
A GOOD ATTITUDE,

A GOOD DIET

AND A TOUCH OF ROMANCE.

JIMMY®
JOHN’S

GOURMET SUBS
“WE’LL BRING ‘EM TO YA”

345-1075

YOUR MOM WANTS YOU TO EAT AT JIMMY JOHN’S
©COPYRIGHT 1992 JIMMY JOHN’S
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CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING

CLASSIFIED
ADVERTISING
POLICY
The Daily Eastern News
cannot be responsible for
more than one day's incorrect insertion. Report
errors immediately at 5812812. A corrected ad will
appear in the next edition.
All classified advertising
MUST meet the 2 p.m.
deadline to appear in the
next day's publication. Any
ads processed AFTER 2
p.m. will be published in
the following day's newspaper. Ads cannot be canceled
AFTER the 2 p.m. deadline.
Classified ads must be
paid in advance. Only
accounts with established
credit may be billed.
All Advertising submitted to The Daily Eastern
News is subject to approval
and may be revised, rejected, or canceled at any time.
The Daily Eastern News
assumes no liability if for
any reason it becomes necessary to omit an advertisement.

HELP WANTED

SUBLESSORS

FOR RENT

ANNOUNCEMENTS

HOMETOWN SECRETARIAL
SERVICE will type your
research papers, thesis,
reports, business letters. 3457341, leave message.
____________________12/12

$1500 weekly possible mailing
our circulars! No experience
required! Begin Now! For info
call 202-298-8952.
____________________12/12
Professional needed to work at
the Daily Eastern News.
Positions available in advertising. Fill out application at 127
Buzzard.
_____________________11/7
Immediate opening $4.50/hr.
Dishwasher and kitchen cleanup help. Part-time, flexible
hours. Charleston Country
Club. 345-6603. Tues- Sun.
_____________________11/9
ALASKA
EMPLOYMENTFishing industry. Earn to
$3,000-$6,000+ per month +
benefits. Male/Female. No
experience
necessary
(206)545-4155 ext A57383.
_____________________12/2
NOW TAKING APPLICATIONS
AT CHARLESTON LUMBER
CO. IF YOU HAVE EXPERIENCE WORKING AT HOME
CENTERS - LUMBERYARDS
OR HARDWARE STORES
PLEASE APPLY AT 202 6TH
ST.—NO PHONE CALLS.
_____________________11/9

Sublessor needed for very nice
apt. close to campus for
Spring-Summer ‘95. 345-3469.
____________________11/10
Sublessor needed for Spring
‘95. 1 bedroom apt. 1 block
from campus $250 a month.
Call 345-6075.
_____________________11/8
4 sublessors-Spring ‘95, 3 br.
house. Close, parking, some
furniture, laundry. $175 + utilities. 345-6376.
____________________11/15
Sublessor needed: Great onebedroom large apartment. Heat
and Water paid! Call 345-7098.
_____________________11/8
Sublessor needed Spring ‘95.
Very close to campus. Call 3454643.
_____________________11/7
Need a male sublessor for
Spring and possibly summer.
Apt on 7th St. 1 1/2 blocks from
campus- good size room. You
will have a roommate. Call
Williams Interiors 345-7286.
_____________________11/7
Female sublessor needed
spring semester. Close to campus. Call 581-2286.
_____________________11/9
Sublessor(s) needed for Sp.
‘95. Vacant apartment. Next to
Krackers. For 1-2 people, furnished. $175/ mth (each) +
Utilities. 345-5941.
____________________11/10
Sublessor needed Sp. ‘95. Own
room,
$168/mth.
Pool,
whirlpool, wt. room. Call Nicole
348-6366.
_____________________11/8
Sublessor needed for Spring
‘95. 1 bedroom apt. 2 Blocks
from campus. 348-7753. Leave
message.
_____________________11/8
FEMALE sublessor needed for
Spring ‘95. For more info call
345-2173.
____________________11/18
SUBLESSOR NEEDED! Nice 1
br. apt. Furn. Spr. ‘95 above
coach Eddy’s/ Call & leave
message. 345-5584.
____________________11/11

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS AND MICROWAVES
FOR RENT. CALL 348-7746.
____________________12/12
Nice apts. Available for Spring
semester. One, two, and three
BDRM. Call Jim at 348-0819.
Leave message.
____________________11/17

Come follow me in a band.
Serious BASS PLAYER wanted
for an already established
band. Must be willing to play.
Call Todd at 234-6641. No
answer, leave message.
____________________11/11
Special thanks to Shirley
Stewart, Cathy Engelkes, Kathy
Cartwright, Ted Hart, Tim
Tafflinger, Suzanna Fairley, Mary
Lou Beals, Marilyn Cox, Tami
Hackett, Diane Pepperdine,
CeCe Brinker, Joyce Curry,
Steve Davis, Mary Garrett, Molly
Grady, Susan Harris, David
Milberg, Pam Muchmore, James
Rardin, James Roush, Kathy
Simmons, Eileen Sullivan,
Norma Taylor, Guy Towles,
Thalia
Wetzel,
Sharon
Woodyard, All BSW’s and student staff for making this year’s
Parents Weekend & concert the
best and smoothest ever. The
Union has never run so efficiently. Thanks, Mike Steiskal.
_____________________11/7
Kari Smith: congratulations on
going active! You’re parents are
so proud of you! Love, Jana
and Lam.
_____________________11/7
MATT, JUSTIN AND PAUL, We
had a great time Thursday
night! Thanks so much for
everything you’ve done for us!
Sigma Love, your Tri-Sigma
Football Team.
_____________________11/7
SAMANTHA JOCKISH: You’ve
done a great job preparing for
our Week of giving! Your SIG
KAP Sisters are proud of you!
_____________________11/7
TRISH, PAM & JACKIE:
THANK YOU FOR BEING
SUCH WONDERFUL SISTERS AND SWEETMATES!
WITHOUT YOU GUYS I’D BE
LOST! ALPHA LOVE AND
MINE, STEPHANIE.
_____________________11/7
Congrats to all the NEW INITIATES of SIGMA PHI EPSILON!
I know you will all make great
Actives
_____________________11/7

HELP WANTED
$363.60. Sell 72 funny T-shirtsprofit $363.60. Risk-free.
Choose from 19 designs. Free
catalog 1-800-700-4250
__________ca 11/4,7,11,14,18
NOW HIRING!! STOP THE
FAST FOOD CYCLE! WE
OFFER A PROFESSIONAL
ATMOSPHERE, PAID TRAINING, GREAT PAY, LEARN A
SKILL FOR THE FUTURE.
PART TIME EVENINGS AVAILABLE
WITH
FLEXIBLE
SCHEDULES. CALL 348-5250.
____________________12/12
Apps now being accepted for
our activities, habilitation and
dietary dept. FT and PT, all
shifts available. FT hab. starts
at $5.30 w/ increase to $5.50
after 90 days (insurance pkg.
and other benefits, also). Why
work for minimum when you
can work for us? Apply at 738
18th St. Chas. Il, 61920. E.O.E.
_____________________12/9
CRUISE SHIP JOBS! Up to
$900 weekly. Free room/board.
Now hiring skilled/unskilled
men and women. No experience necessary. Call (601)
799-1362, ext. 5172, 24hrs.
____________________11/11
National Park Jobs- Over
25,000 openings! (including
hotel staff, tour guides, etc.)
Benefits & Bonuses! Apply now
for best positions. Call 1-206545-4804 ext. N57381.
____________________11/11
WANTED!!! INDIVIDUALS AND
STUDENT ORGANIZATIONS
TO PROMOTE SPRING
BREAK ‘95. EARN SUBSTANTIAL MONEY AND FREE
TRIPS. CALL INTER-CAMPUS
PROGRAMS 1-800-327-6013.
_____________________11/7

DIRECTORY
SERVICES OFFERED
TRAVEL
TRAINING/SCHOOLS
HELP WANTED
WANTED
ADOPTION
RIDES/RIDERS
ROOMMATES
SUBLESSORS
FOR RENT
FOR SALE
LOST & FOUND
ANNOUNCEMENTS

T
H
E

SERVICES OFFERED

SERVICES OFFERED
Sublessor needed Sp. ‘95
$190/month; heat, water, trash
included. Located on the
square. Call 345-6431.
____________________11/11
Sublease a 1 bedroom apt.
Spring semester. Furnished.
$350 a month. 345-6739.
____________________11/4,7
2 Sublessors needed for Spring
‘95. House on 2nd St.
$145/month. Call Denise or
Rebecca. 345-7293.
_____________________11/7
One female sublessor for
Spring semester. University
Court $185/mth. Call 581-8060.
_____________________11/9
Sublessor: Spring ‘95 Park
Palce apts. Call Matt 348-8639.
_____________________11/9

FOR SALE
MACINTOSH COMPUTER.
Complete system including
printer only $500. Call Chris at
800-289-5685.
_____________________12/2
94 Trek 7000, Excellent condition, low priced, must sell, B.O.
leave message, 348-7810.
____________________11/10
Sony 5 disc CD Player. Bass
guitar and 14.4 bps modem.
Call David, 348-1169.
_____________________11/8
Bass guitar, case and amp$190. Call Dave 345-9129.
_____________________11/9

LOST AND FOUND
FOUND: watch near Science
Bldg. Call to identify and claim.
1-312-7224.
_____________________11/9

ANNOUNCEMENTS
Why did the chicken cross the
road? To get to Joey’s- He
need not- WE DELIVER! 3452466. 11am-2pm for lunch and
4pm-midnight. Sat & Sun. We
deliver all day!
_______________11/1,2,3,4,7,
Vote PERFORMANCE PARTY
for student government elections on Wednesday November
9. Campus leaders who PERFORM!
_____________________11/9
Get out and vote on November
9th! Student Senate needs your
vote.
_____________________11/9

Daily Eastern News
Classified Ad Form

Name: _______________________________________
Address: _____________________________________
Phone: ______________________Student

❏ Yes ❏ No

Dates to run___________________________________
Ad to read:

Under Classification of: _____________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ______________________________
Person accepting ad_________________Compositor _____________
no. words/days ___________________Amount due:$ _____________
Payment:
❏ Cash
❏ Check
❏ Credit
Check number________________

20 cents per word first day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ads must be paid in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

MONDAY
P.M.
6:00
6:30
7:00
7:30
8:00
8:30
9:00
9:30
10:00
10:30

NOVEMBER 7

WTWO-2

WCIA-3

WAND-7, 17

ESPN-24

Wheel of Fortune
Cops

News
Entmt. Tonight

News
Wheel of Fortune

SportsCenter
Wings
NFL Prime Monday Wings

Fresh Prince
Blossom

The Nanny
Dave’s World

Coach
Coach

Movie:A Burning
Passion

Murphy Brown
Love & War

NFL Football: Giants
at Cowboys

Northern Exposure
News
Jay Leno (10:35)

News
David (10:35)

USA-26

Murder,
She Wrote
Amazing Games

WGN-16, 9C

WILL-12

LIF-40

Fox-8, 55

DSC-33

WEIU-9, 51

TBS-18

Love Connection
Jeffersons

MacNeil, Lehrer

Designing Women
Designing Women

Roseanne
Roseanne

Beyond 2000

Lamb Chop
Reading Rainbow

...Boss (6:05)
...Boss

Future Quest
Think Twice

Unsolved
Myst.

Melrose Place

Natural World

Little House on
the Prairie

Movie:Angel of
Death

Windsor:A Royal
Family

Movie:A Promise to

Cilo Awards

What Sex Am I?

St. Elsewhere

Deep
Space Nine

Natural World of

News
Panther Country

Cops
Cops

Natural World

Movie:The Brave
Little Toaster

WWF Wrestling

Lumberjack
Competition

Silk Stalkings

Ski World
SportsCenter

Wings
Wings

News
Night Court
Simon & Simon

Keep

New Militant Center
Freedom Speaks

Next Step

Father Dowling
Mysteries

Mitsuaki Iwago

Trailside
Movie

Movie:Buried
Alive
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Soccer
Weiss wins conference
Athlete of Month honors

♦ From Page 12

Followig the trend of his stellar cross
country season thus far, Justin Weiss
received another award over the weekend.
The Sophomore cross country runner
has been named the Rawlings/Mid-Continent Male Athlete of the Month for
October.
Weiss was the winner of the Mid-Con
Cross Country Championship with a time
of 27:06 on the 8,000-meter course, 15 seconds ahead of the nearest competitor.

The Lisle native also had a strong
showing at the Central Collegiate Championship in Lansing, Mich. on Oct. 15.
Weiss finished 15th with a time of 26 minutes even on the 8,000-meter course.
After his victory in the Mid-Con championship, Weiss was selected as the MidCon Runner of the Year as well as a FirstTeam All-Conference member.
– Staff report

enough for second in the
league. Ritschel came into
the Mid-Con tourney with a
1.39 goals against average,
which is the third highest
in the conference.
Wi t h t h e w i n o v e r t h e
Pa n t h e r s, C e n t r a l C o n necticut State earned rights
to play in Sunday morning’s
ch a m p i o n s h i p m a t ch a gainst the University of
B u f f a l o, w h i ch b e a t t h e
University of MissouriK a n s a s C i t y 4 - 2 o n S aturday.

This year was the first
season that the Mid-Con
soccer title was decided in
tournament format. Prior to
this fall, the Mid-Con champ i o n s h i p wa s ch o s e n b y
final regular season standings.
Eastern closed its year
with an 11-3-1 record, the
Panthers’ best season since
1989 when the team won
the Mid-Con with 10-2-3
mark.
Eastern coach Cizo Mosn i a wa s u n av a i l a b l e f o r
comment at press time.

CLASSIFIED ADVERTISING
ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

ANNOUNCEMENTS

TRI SIGMA NEW MEMBERS:
CONGRATULATIONS
ON
ENTERING I-WEEK!! THIS
WEEK IS GOING TO BE
AWSOME!
LOVE,
THE
ACTIVES.
______________________11/7
PRELAW CLUB is sponsoring
a MOCK LSAT on Tuesday
November 8th at 5pm. For
more information call: Courtney
348-1685 or Julie 581-8102.
_______________11/1,2,3,4,7,

Brewster
and
Carrie
Erpenbach, thanks so much for
all your support. You guys are
the best. Love DT
_____________________11/7
SIG KAP PLEDGES: Congratulations on entering I-Week! Your
sisters are proud of you!
_____________________11/7
Michelle Dodson and Maribeth
Long of AST: You guys did a
great job at formal TAU love,
Your sisters.
______________________11/7

HELP THE SIG KAPS TODAY
IN THE UNION BY PURCHASING A SUCKER TO BENEFIT
THE ALZHEIMER’S ASSOCIATION.
______________________11/7
JANE DULKOSKI, HEATHER
KIM, KRISTIN, AND MANDY
THANKS YOU GUYS FOR ALL
YOUR
HELP
CHARLES
CONRAD AND I BOTH THANK
YOU. LOVE, DANA.
______________________11/7

Ryan Anderson of Lamda Chi
Alpha, good luck during I-week. I
Know you’ll do well. Your big bro
.
______________________11/7
The polls are not that hard to
find. Go out & vote. Student government Elections Nov. 9th.
_____________________11/9
TO
THE
AMERICAN
ANCHORS, DAN AND JANET,
good Luck on election night
tomorrow. Smile pretty for the
cameras. Love the producers.
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CAMPUS CLIPS
C.P.C.C.O. MEETING WILL be at 6:30 p.m. tonight in the Schahrer
Room in the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.
PUBLIC RELATIONS STUDENT Society of America will meet at 6
p.m. tonight in buzzard Building room 207 for a workshop and tour
of WEIU-TV.
SIGMA RHO EPSILON general meeting will be at 5:30 p.m.
Monday in Buzzard room 108.
BGC PUBLIC RELATIONS committee will meet at 6:30 p.m.
tonight in the Walkway in the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union.
DELTA SIGMA PI Meeting will be at 5:30 p.m. tonight in Lumpkin
Hall room 17. Wear letters all day. Bring $3 to $4 for pizza after the
meeting.
“IT AIN'T LOVE” a workshop concerning abusive, addictive relationships and how they differ from genuine intimacy will be presented at 7 p.m. tonight in the Effingham room in the Martin Luther King
Jr. University Union.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Service fraternity will have an active meeting
at 6:45 p.m. tonight on room 222 of the Science building.
ENGLISH CLUB MEETING will be at 6 p.m. tonight in Coleman
Hall lounge.
LESBIAN, GAY BISEXUAL and Allies Union weekly meeting will
be at 7 p.m. tonight in Coleman Hall room 228.
E.A.R.T.H. WORLD POPULATION forum will be at 7:30 p.m.
tonight in Carman Hall copa room.
ACS MEETING WILL be at 6:15 p.m. tonight in room 415 of the
Physical Science building.
AED MEETING WILL be at 7 p.m. tonight in Life Science room
213.
PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-profit, campus organizational event. All Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFORE
DATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

DON’T PASS BY
THIS DEAL!
IT'S THE 10 WORDS
FOR $1 DEAL!
The News will run your 10 word
FOR SALE ad for $1* per day

*The 10 words for $1 is available to any non-commercial individual who wishes to sell an item or items priced lower than
$300 (max. of 3 items). NO CHANGES OR REFUNDS. All
items must be priced. ALL ADS MUST BE PRE-PAID.

Name: _______________________________________
Address: _________________Phone: ______________
Dates to run _______________________

Message: (one word per line)
______

______

______

______ ______

______

______

______

______ ______

Person accepting ad _______________________________________
Expiration code (office use only) ___________Compositor__________
No. words/days___________________Amount due:$ _____________
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Walsh leads way as Bears roll over Bucs A
TAMPA Fla (AP) – Dave
Wannstedt didn t say it but
Steve Walsh s play did
It s a safe bet that the sixthyear pro will be at quarterback
for Chicago next week after
improving to 4-0 as a starter
with Sunday s 20-6 victory
over Tampa Bay
Walsh threw for two touchdowns and 205 yards while
rookie Raymont Harris paced
a rushing attack that produced
a season-high 178 yards and
kept the Buccaneers (2-7) off
balance all afternoon
The victory stopped a twogame losing streak for Chicago
(5-4) which had its secondbest offensive day of the season (383 yards)
The Bears defense last in
the NFL against the run held

the Bucs to 38 yards on the
ground
“I thought Steve played
extremely well said Wannstedt who didn t officially
name a starting quarterback
for next week s game at
Miami
“He was in control out there
the entire game the Bears
coach added “They did enough
blitzing to where he had to
make decisions at the line to
put us in the right plays and
he did it
Walsh starting for the first
time with a healthy Erik
Kramer on the sideline completed 19 of 32 passes and was
intercepted once
Keith Jennings TD reception made it 13-3 with 3 18 left
in the third quarter and

Chicago marched 80 yards in
seven plays after Tampa Bay
kicked a field goal to increase
the advantage to 20-6
Bengals 20 Seahawks 17
OT – At Seattle the Bengals
didn t score a TD but got the
points they needed from Pelfrey who set a club record by
converting on kicks of 36 44
36 47 and 28 yards before his
game-winner
Cincinnati (1-8) didn t win
until its 11th game last season The Bengals also had a
safety in handing the Seahawks (3-6) their fifth loss in a
row
Dolphins 22 Colts 21 – At
Miami Marino (30-for-41 for
261 yards) bounced back from
a costly fourth-quarter interception to rally Miami

Panthers
• From Page 12
Eastern had only 41 total
yards at halftime but made
some ad ustments for the final
thirty minutes
Those ad ustments helped
Panther tailback Willie High
the most High racked up 133
yards on 31 carries with 109
yards coming in the second
half
“We were one block away in
the first half ” High said “In
the second half we got that
block ”
After Bosman fumbled a
snap with 6 30 left in the third
quarter Miller fell on the loose
ball to give Eastern possession
at the Illinois State 23
Two plays later Mauch
rolled away from some pressure and lofted a prayer into
the right corner of the end
zone where Panther wideout
Jason Calabrese – and Redbird corner Franky West one

of the top man-to-man defenders in the conference – were
waiting
West had position in front of
Calabrese but mis udged the
ball allowing it to sail over his
hands into the arms of
Calabrese for a 21-yard touchdown reception to give the
Panthers a 10-6 lead
“I thought it was going to be
intercepted ” Calabrese said
“But (West) slipped a little
bit ”
“We ll take it ” said Mauch
who completed five of 10 passes for 47 yards “It was a freak
play really Just one of those
things ”
Largent booted a pair of 28yard field goals on Eastern s
next two possessions to extend
the Panthers lead to 16-6
Then the defense took over
Although Eastern gave up a
late 12-yard touchdown run to
Maceo Rainey which sliced
the lead to 16-13 the Panthers

held Bosman to three straight
incomplete passes on a lastminute desperation drive to
close out the win
“It s about time we got some
respect on defense ” McElroy
said “We could have folded
but we stood firm ”

Foo ba

Con e ence

Team
Conf
Northern owa
5-0-0
Western no s
4-2-0
Eastern
320
no s State
3-3-0
nd ana State
2-4-0
SW M ssour State 2-4-0
Southern no s 0-4-0

A
6-3-0
6-3-0
450
5-5-0
5-5-0
3-6-0
1-8-0

Saturday s games
Eastern 16 I no s State 13
SW M ssour S a e 33 Sou hern 27
Wes ern 42 Jacksonv e S 27
nd ana S a e 28 W Ken ucky 16
daho 21 Nor hern owa 12

Defense
† From Page 12
Ten different times Illinois State had a third
down situation But only
once did the Redbirds convert the opportunity for a
first down
“We had a lot of great
efforts ” said head coach
Bob Spoo “(The defense)
executed when they had to ”
A prime example when
the defense stepped up was
during the Redbirds final

attempt to score
Bosman who led the
Gateway in pass efficiency
before Saturday s game
began the final drive at
midfield with 1 56 remaining in the contest After a 2yard pass and an incomplete pass both to Redbird
wideout Kevin Dixson
Illinois State was at the
Eastern 48 with a thirdand-eight situation
Bosman then threw the

NFL Headquarters
Giants vs. Cowboys
Free Hot Dogs & Giveaways During the Game!

L
U
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Reuben Sandwich

450
ea$300

4:00 Club

w/co ee or ea $

Soup/Sandw ch Spec a
w/ co ee or

T ry our new
Ch cken F nger $
Basket

395

2 – Bud Light Pitchers
All Well Drinks $190

$ 75

F ee So D nk Re Du n Lun h & D nne

Poo 1 – Ba & Poo age 21 Neve a cove
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Not Flashy
But Qualified, Honest, & Sincere
“I Don t Just Say I Have Law
Experience, I Have 24 Years of
Law Enforcement Experience.”
ELECT

RON

SCOTT
Sheriff

Pa d o by C zens o E ec Ron Sco

ball at wideout Terel Patrick but Brown tipped the
ball and thwarted the Redbirds shot for an apparent
first down The blocked pass
by Brown proved to be the
most critical play on that
Illinois State drive as
Bosman overthrew Dixson
on the fourth down attempt
and also threw away the
Redbirds chance for a second place tie with Western
Illinois in the Gateway
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L
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Marino hit O J McDuffie on a
28-yard TD pass with 3 52 left
Marino completed five passes
in a row to the 17 before Pete
Stoyanovich kicked the winner
Vikings 21 Saints 20 – At
Minneapolis Moon moved
Minnesota 84 yards in 13
plays after the Saints (3-6) had
taken the lead on two field
goals by Morten Andersen
The quarterback was 8-for-12
for 86 yards on winning drive
including a 4-yard fourthdown completion to Amp Lee
at the New Orleans 27
Moon finished 33-for-57 for
420 yards and two TDs
Steelers 12 Oilers 9 OT –
At Houston Gary Brown s
fumble gave Anderson the one
extra kick Pittsburgh needed
Anderson also had kicks of
50 39 and 37 yards Al Del
Greco made kicks of 32 and 49
yards before his 38-yarder
with seven seconds left in regulation tied it at 9 The Oilers
(1-8) lost their fifth in a row
Eagles 17 Cardinals 7 –
At Philadelphia Randall
Cunningham threw two long
TD passes to Fred Barnett in
the third quarter as the Eagles
spoiled Buddy Ryan s return to
the Vet The Eagles defense
produced two turnovers and
five sacks against Arizona (36)
Ryan was greeted by a cascade of boos as he came onto
the field before the game
Cunningham was 15-for-24
for 201 yards and also chipped
in 63 yards on eight carries for
Philadelphia (7-2)
Jets 22 Bills 17 – At East
Rutherford N J Boomer
Esiason hit Rob Moore with a
4-yard TD pass late in the
third quarter to lift New York
(5-4) to its second win over
Buffalo (5-4) this season
Browns 13 Patriots 6 –
At Cleveland Leroy Hoard ran
for 123 yards and scored on a
1-yard pass from Mark Rypien
as the Browns (7-2) are off to
their best start since 1965
Drew Beldsoe threw for 166
yards nearly half of it in the
fourth quarter and was intercepted four times
Rypien filled in for Vinny
Testaverde (concussion) and
was 14-for-28 for 164 yards
New England fell to 3-6
Rams 27 Broncos 21 – At
Anaheim Calif Chris Chandler threw two TD passes that
helped Los Angeles to a 21point lead and the Rams (4-5)
held off another fourth-quarter
comeback by John Elway

TOP

P

1 Nebraska (39) 10-0-0
2 Penn St (22)
8-0-0
3 Auburn
(1)
9-0-0
4 Florida
7-1-0
5 Miami
7-1-0
6 Alabama
9-0-0
7 Colorado
8-1-0
8 Florida St
7-1-0
9 TexasA&M
8-0-1
10 Colorado St
8-1-0
11 Kansas St
6-2-0
12 Utah
8-1-0
13 Arizona
7-2-0
14 Syracuse
6-2-0
15 Oregon
7-3-0
16 Virginia ec
7-2-0
17 Souther al
6-2-0
18 Duke
8-1-0
19 Michia
6-3-0
20 Missssppi St
7-2-0
21 Virinia
6-2-0
22 Wshington
6-3-0
23 Brigham Young 8-2-0
24 Washington St 6-3-0
25 Boston College 5-2-1
Others receiving votes
Ohio State 110 Illinois 81
Notre Dame 34 North Carolina 23 North Carolina
State 22 Bowling Green 19
Nevada 5 Air Force 2
Elway threw a pair of TDs
in the final period and got a
final chance when the
Broncos (3-6) took over at the
Los Angeles 48 with 2 28
left
Falcons 10 Chargers 9 –
At Atlanta no touchdowns
no victory for the Chargers
For the second time in three
games San Diego (7-2) got
its points on John Carney
field goals while Jeff George
threw a 9-yard TD pass to
Terance Mathis in the first
quarter and Norm Johnson s
23-yard field goal proved to
be the winning points for the
Falcons (5-4)
49ers 37 Redskins 22 –
At Washington the big-play
49ers (7-2) struck in almost
every way with Dexter
Carter scoring on a 96-yard
kickoff return Tim McDonald on a 73-yard interception return and Jerry Rice
on a 28-yard reverse
Packers 38 Lions 30 –
At Milwaukee Brett Favre
had three TD passes in the
second quarter as Green Bay
(5-4) built a 24-point lead
and held off a Dave Krieg-led
comeback

SHERIFF KIMBALL IS EXPERIENCED:
• Graduate of Eastern Illinois University with a
Bachelors and Masters of Science Degrees in
education.
• Attendee of Basic Police Training Academy,
University of Illinois
• Attendee of Illinois Sheriff’s Management Institute
• Member of Executive Committee of Illinois
Sheriff’s Association

SHERIFF KIMBALL HAS ACCOMPLISHED:
• Implemented first K-9 Unit in Coles County
• Developed Public Service programs utilizing
inmates to assist in Community projects
• Increased Rural Patrol
• One of founding directors for the East Central
Illinois Drug Task Force.

VOTE NOV. 8 FOR PROVEN LEADERSHIP
Citizens for Kimball
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Lady Panthers’ Mid-Con
championship their first
But Mid-Con
tourney win
still No.1 goal
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Sta

wr ter

It was a scene of ubilation
and excitement for members
of the Lady Panther volleyball team which clinched the
Mid-Continent Conference
Western Division with its
victory over Western Illinois
Saturday night in Lantz
Gym
The victory marks the first
time any Lady Panther volleyball team has finished the
regular season at the top of
the conference – in its three
years in the Mid-Con or after
its many seasons as members of the Gateway Conference
And with the victory over
the Westerwinds Eastern secured the home court advantage for the Mid-Con postseason tournament on Nov
18-19 – when it will shoot for
a chance to reach the NCAA
postseason tournament
“This is great ” proclaimed

senior Kaaryn Sadler who
with her 14 digs became the
first player in school history
to have two seasons of 400
kills and digs “When we beat
Valparaiso last week all
we ve been saying this week
is that nobody is going to
take first place away from us
“That was our attitude
and I think we carried that
throughout the game For us
seniors this is great I ve
never been in first place all
four years I m really excited
Our whole goal is to host the
tournament And we re not
going to fold this season ”
Eastern in its two previous seasons in the Mid-Con
finished second in the conference in 1992 (14-2) behind
Northern Illinois Last season the Lady Panthers finished third (12-6) From
1983-1991 as members of
the Gateway Eastern s best
finish was only third place
and a 6-3 conference mark
“We wanted to host the
tournament ” freshman setter Kara Harper said “I m
really happy This is a great
thing to experience (in my)
freshman year ”
Sophomore Vanessa Wells
who complimented Sadler s

22 kills with 14 of her own
said practices coming into
the match were relaxed
“It was a pretty loose practice ” Wells said “We rested
earlier in the week so we
would be ready tonight This
is a great feeling ”
Head coach Betty Ralston
knows that the performances
of her freshman players –
Harper (1 093 assists) Monica Brown (27 solo blocks and
107 kills) and Lorri Sommer
(110 kills) – made a big difference in terms of their play
“The freshmen are not
intimidated ” Ralston said
“That s where I think we ve
fallen short in the past because our seniors were intimidated These freshmen really come out to play ”
But Ralston who has never coached a regular season
conference champion in her
Eastern career until now
knows well that the Lady
Panthers no matter the high
bid or home court advantage
still have to win the tournament
“The home court advantage is nice ” Ralston said
“But we want to win the MidCon tournament ”

New at

Swiss &
Bacon Grilled Chicken
99
w/fries $2 99
Marty’s West Texas Chili $125

$3 Pitchers
Lite & IceHouse
NFL Trivia - WIN A PRIZE!
Play Lucky Numbers
Drawings at the Quarter

plus: 3 for $1 Chili Dogs

Tonite: Giants vs. Cowboys

University Board Presents:
Interviews for
Homecoming and
Graphic Arts Coordinators
Come in and pick up a application
in Room 201 Student Activities
Office in the MLK Union.

APPLICATIONS
DUE TODAY!

Swim teams keep intensity
in winning home meets
By ANTHONY NASELLA
Sta wr ter

The Eastern swimming
squads meet Saturday afternoon may not have required
the same intensity that was
required in last week s meeting with Bradley But that
didn t keep the Panthers from
performing at the same winning level
Eastern s men pulling double duty and sparked by six
first place finishes by freshman Doug Habben defeated
the University of Indianapolis
74-25 and Rose-Hulman 6826 The women s squad keeping its intensity high rolled to
a 140-100 victory over Indianapolis Saturday at Lantz
pool
“This meet was a little easier for us mentally being that
it was not as tough as the
Bradley meet ” coach Ray
Padovan said “There were
enough weaknesses in our
opponents that we were able
to relax a little
“I m very happy with the
overall swim ” Padovan said
“The freshmen are doing a
nice ob as is the whole squad
A series of wins like these certainly makes it easier for us in
terms of training and swim-

ming practice ”
Against Indianapolis Habben was the star performer for
the men The freshman finished first in the 200-yard
freestyle (1 47 82) the 100yard butterfly (54 76) and first
– along with Matthew Lotito
Jason Wrone and Ryan Peterson – in the 200-yard freestyle relay
Lotito and Wrone also finished first in the 200-yard
medley relay along with Drew
Shepardson who finished first
in the 100-yard breaststroke
(1 01 62) Wrone also placed
first in the 100-yard freestyle
(51 79)
Against Rose-Hulman
Wrone piled up four first-place
finishes (200-yard medley
relay 50-yard freestyle 100yard freestyle and the 200yard freestyle relay)
Habben continued his stellar day by capturing first
place in three events (200yard freestyle relay 100-yard
butterfly and the 200-yard
freestyle)
“It s been I believe the best
start to a season that I have
ever had ” Habben said “I m
really working at seeing how
fast I can really go I really
like this team and it s a shame
that it s going to get cut

“But all the guys are up on
doing their best ” Habben
said “I m sort of surprised by
our success but not really
that surprised ”
For the women sophomore
Amanda Brandt rolled off
three first-place finishes on
the day (200-yard medley
relay 200-yard freestyle and
the 100-yard freestyle)
Meanwhile
freshman
Tanya Rahn also captured
first in three events (200-yard
medley relay 400-yard individual medley and the 200yard freestyle relay) Sophomore Becca Wolf finished first
in two events (200-yard medley relay and the 50-yard
freestyle)
Padovan said that he has
been impressed with Brandt s
versatility – to swim both long
and short distance events
“She s really helped us out ”
Padovan said
But Habben knows where
the spark started in terms of
the team s recent successes
“The Bradley meet really
got things going for both
squads ” he said “It has been
our best meet It was where
everybody came together and
we ve been able to keep it up
so far We re really showing
our potential ”
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Thank you in
Advance on
November 8th
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Open 5pm -1am
Daily Specials
Fri. 11
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Elect Ron Scott
Coles County Sheriff
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Paid for by Peace Officers of Coles County

Interviews held
Tues. Nov. 8.
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The Women of
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Thank
Jason Bonds
of ΛΧΑ
For Being a Wonderful
SWEETHEART!
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FACE THE REALITY
YOU MAKE THE IMPACT

Get off your Butt
and VO TE!!
Student Govt. Elections
Nov. 9, 1994
8:00 a.m. – 6:30p.m.
Senate e ect on
Student Lega Serv ce
referendum
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L v ngston C Lord
referendum
Const tut ona Amendment
referendum
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Eastern defense
·. shuts down
.
.
Illinois State
•
pa~mg gaine

Second. straigl:it
victory
. . keeps
.
w1nn1ng-season ·
hqpes alive

,

By VAN FIELDS
sf.aft writer .

By RANDY LISS
Sports edJtor

.,

NOR.¥.AL - For quarterback Pete
Mauch aiid the rest of his Eastern
teammates, Saturday's conference
face-off with Illinois State was a little
different than the last time the
Panthers visited Hancock Stadium.
"The last time we were here , I
came in in the first quarter and got
my ass kicked," said Mauch, referring
to the Panthers' 48-7 loss to the
Redbirds two years ago. Eastern
starter Jeff Tbome bad gone down
with an injury and Mauch, then a
freshman, came off the bench and
was chased all over the field for nearly three quarters by the Redbird
defense.
"My mom ca lled this place
'Massacre FieltJ,"' Mauch added.
But tbe only massacre on Saturday
was the one served up by the Eastern
defense. which paved the way to the
Panthers' nail-biting 16-13 win over
the Redbirds in front of 1,517 rainsoaked fans.
With the win. Eastern (4-51 vault.ed itself into third pince in the
Gateway Confe r e nce with a 3-2
league mark, while Illinois State (5-5J
tumbled to 3-3 and into fourth place.
"This is a great win for our football
team," said Panther coach Bob Spoo.
"We had to overcome a lot., so this is a
great win and the guys did a greit
job. I can't• Lell you hqw much extreme pleasure and pride I have in
this group. This is a monumental win
for this program.
"The kids just played their asses

J OHN COX/Staff photographer

Panther guard Charlie Roche Looks to throw a block for }lanker Greg Jensik
during Eastern ·s 16-13 win over fllinoiS State in Normal on Saturday.
Jensik caught a pair of passes for 11 yards.

in the Gateway, to 96 yards op 13 of
27 throwing and an int.erception.
Bouncing back from last week
when Eastern had a pair of punts
blocked , cornerback Ray McElroy
came up with a blocked punt of his
off."
The defense allowed Illinois Sta~ own on Tllinois State's initial drive to
only 125 total yards in the second' give the Panthers the ba ll at the
half, E' nd held Redbird quarterback Redbirds' 21-yard line.
Steve Largent went on to kick a
Joel Bosman, the No. 1 rated passer

37-yard field goal to give East.em an
early 3-0 advantage.
Illinois State's Todd Kurz knocked
down a pair of field goals himself,
from 22 and 42 yards respectively,
but missed a chance at another when
Panther linebacker Mike Miller
blocked Kurz's 33-yard attempt at
the end of the half.
• See PANT HERS Page 10

NORMAL - The Eastern defense
shot down Illinois State's air attack,
as t,.he Panthers triumphed 16-13
over the Red birds at Hancock Stadium on Saturday.
· Going in to the contest, Illinois
State (5-5 overall, 3-3 in fhe Gateway
C-0nfer ence) ~veraged over 190 passing yards a game. Apparently, those
statistics meant nothing to Eastern
(4-5, 3-2), as it allowed Redbird quarterback Joel Bosman only 96 passing
yards.
"We had it in our hearts and minds
that ~e weren't going to lose this
game," s.aid free safety James Dorsey.
"It's a good win for the program - we
have to keep it going."
Tbe Panther defense broke up nine
passes by Bosman - three of those by
strong safety Chris Brown. Cornerbacks Ray McElroy ~nd Jay Buchanan each broke up two passes,
while right tackle Curtis Price and
outside linebacker Matt Sweeney
each had one apiece.
And linebacker Tim Carver
grabbed an interception on a tipped
pass by Chris Wilkerson.
"It's about time we stepped up on
defense," McElroy said. "We'll continue to get better."
.
McElroy added that if Saturday's
rainy ·game conditions were improved, his broken up passes may
have turned into interceptions.
"My gloves were full of water,"
McElroy said. "I couldn't get a hold of
the ball."
But when the Panther defense
faced crucial situations, it made sure
it would not have to give excuses for
its actions.
t See DEFENSE Page 10

Volleyball team clinches division title
If they lost, Valparaiso would have won the divis ion, and would have hosted the Mid-Con
Postseason Tournament. Instead , Eastern gets
that privilege, hosting the tourney in Lantz Gym
Nov. 18-19.
"When we beat (Valparaiso), we said nobody is
taking first place away from us," said outside hitter
Kaaryn Sadler. "Each and every one us said, 'nope,
By JOHN BATES
no more."'
Staff W11ter
Sadler, who is Eastem's all-time kills leader, led
the
Lady Panthers with 22 kills, two service aces
The Lady Panthers clinched the Mid-Continent
Conference Western Division title Saturday by and 14 digs. Vanessa Wells had 14 kills, two serdefeating Western Illinois 15-10, 15-12 and 15-11 .vice aces and 14 digs and Lori Sommer bad 10
kills. Kara Harper added 46 assists.
in Lantz Gym.

Sweep over Western
earns Lady Panth ers
right to host tourney

•Lady Pant her s excited with first
conference championship in head
coach Betty Ralston's tenure.
Page 11.
"It wasn't as good as (the victory against
Valparaiso), but we won," said coach Betty Ralston.
"We started off slow. We were not quite as crisp. All
we cared about was winning."
In the second and thi r d games the Lady
• See VOLLEYBALL Page 10

Soccer .t eam bows out of playoffs
By JOHN FERAK
Staff W11t.er

University of Buffalo, knockingthe Panthers out of postseason
play.

Heading into the Mid-Continent
Conference semifinals, Eastern's
soccer team had visions of capitalizing on the squad's already successful 11-2-1 record.
But Ea.stem's oppo:entral
Connecticut State, a par .ntly
didn't think IW, as the B e Devils
blanked Eastern S-G at the

Central Connecticut State
opened the scoring in the firet half
and added two more goals late in
the second half to ice the game.
The Blue Devils reeled off 25 ebota
on Eastern goalie Brian Ritachel.
B lue Devil goalie Anthony
Sardo, who came into the contest
ranked second in the league with a

0.94 goals against average, proved
his worth for Central Connecticut
State by sh utting down Eastern
with only 12 shots on goal.
Eastern's Brad McTiahe, a
sophomore midfielder, ended h ie
season scoreless against the Blu'e .
Devils on three shots. However,
McTighe topped East.em's scoring
leader~

this fall with nine goals,
four aasiste and 26 pointe, good
• See 80CCBll Poge 9
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